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Yunji Qiqian is an important book of Taoism, compiled by Zhang Junfang in 
Northern Song Dynasty ,and it has collected the essence content of 
DaSongTianGongBaoZang. The study on Natural Philosophy of Yunji Qiqian is based 
on two considerations. Firstly, the academia has very little systematic research on 
Yunji Qiqian,so it is possible and necessary to study it. Secondly, as a scientific 
observation and thinking to Nature and Universe , Natural Philosophy is 
“material”and “primary” thought, it is the basis for the full understanding on Yunji 
Qiqian in other thought. 
Thesis has preliminary study on Natural Philosophy of Yunji Qiqian,and explains 
the value and significance to the modern times. The content and system of the thesis 
are mainly as follows: 
Introduction describes the research situation on Yunji Qiqian nowadays,including 
the research on author Zhang Junfang,and the ideological content of Yunji 
Qiqian.Also ,this part sets out the concept of Natural Philosophy and the research 
tasks through theoretical analysis, and proposes the study object of this paper. 
Conduct SWOT analysis according to the paper. 
The first chapter mainly discusses the background of Yunji Qiqian, including the 
birthplace and the life of author Zhang Junfang,his involvement in the compilation of 
Taoist. And illustrates the version, content, feature and the value of Yunji Qiqian. 
The second chapter introduces the origin of the Universe, discusses its evolution 
theory. Through the analysis of specific books, discusses the state of the Universe 
which is not there before and the evolution process after the Universe begins. 
The third chapter mainly discusses astronomical thought, studies the theory of 
world structure, and the theories of 36 Heavens, Stars and the Big Dipper. 
The fourth chapter talks about the geographic thought，analyzes the theories of 
10 Islands and Mishima, Wonderful, 24 governances and earth structure, five  
Orientations and six Countries , the maps of Sacred Mountains. 
The fifth chapter discusses the life science, analyzes the theory of the origin of 
life, including the interpretation of the entry of God, chance to be the man, spirit 














breath, daily life affairs, keep thinking and breath conducting. 
The sixth chapter proposes the theoretical, methodological and practical values 
of the study on Natural Philosophy of Yunji Qiqian. 
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的功法。罗争鸣《<云笈七籖>卷 113（上）所收 14 则仙传归属置疑》，分析了
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